
Grade 7 Science 

Unit 1: Nature of Science 

Grade Level: 7th Grade 
Unit 1: Nature of Science 
Pacing (4 weeks) 

Priority Standards:  
 
6-8.ETS1.A.1 - Define the criteria 
and constraints of a design 
problem with sufficient precision to 
ensure a successful solution, 
taking into account relevant 
scientific principles and potential 
impacts on people and the natural 
environment that may limit possible 
solutions. 

 

Learning Targets: 
 
1. I can use the metric system for measuring 

any scientific data. 
2. I can convert between units in the metric 

system.  
3. I can formulate testable questions and 

hypotheses  
4. I can differentiate between an observation 

and an inference.  
5. I can identify and describe the importance of 

the independent variable, dependent 
variable and controlled variables/constants.  

6. I can design, and conduct and evaluate a 
valid controlled experiment  

7. I can differentiate between qualitative and 
quantitative data.  

8. I can determine the appropriate tools to use 
for an investigation. 

9. I can compare amounts/measurements and 
judge whether measurements and 
computations of quantities are reasonable.  

10. I can calculate the range and average/mean 
of a set of data  

11. I can properly identify the steps of scientific 
inquiry.  

12. I can graph data 
 
 

Supporting Standards:  
 

6-8.ETS1.B.1 - Evaluate competing design 
solutions using a systematic process to 
determine how well they meet the criteria and 
constraints of the problem. 
 
6-8.ETS1.B.2 - Analyze data from tests to 
determine similarities and differences among 
several design solutions to identify the best 
characteristics of each that can be combined 
into a new solution to better meet the criteria 
for success. 
 
6-8/ETS1.B.3 - Develop a model to generate 
data for iterative testing and modification of a 
proposed object, tool, or process such that 
an optimal design can be achieved. 



Grade 7 Science 

Big Ideas: 
 
Science solves everyday problems 

 
 

Essential Unit Questions: 
 
How do scientists solve everyday problems?  

 

Vocabulary: 
Scientific inquiry 
Observations 
Inference 
hypothesis/claim 
Predictions 
Data/Evidence/Results 
Conclusion/ Reasoning  
Scientific theory 
Pseudoscientific 
Metric systems 
Base units 
Precision 
Accuracy 
Scientific notation 
Apparatus  
Triple-Beam Balance 
Graduated cylinders 
Celsius 
Electronic Probes 
Spring scale 
Controlled experiment 
Variable 
Independent variable 
Dependent variable 
Controlled variables/Constants 
Control group 
Qualitative data 
Quantitative data 
Experimental group 

 


